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Established history
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1903
Early roots of fired 
heater equipment 
technology invented 
by Ernest Foster 

1919
The first all-convective 
heater designed and 
supplied by the Foster 
Family business to the 
refining industry.

1927
The establishment 
of Foster Wheeler

1950-2000
Spearheaded the 
development of the 
modern fired heater 
technology and 
fueled accelerated 
growth of petroleum 
refining industry

2014
AMEC and Foster 
Wheeler merged to 
create Amec Foster 
Wheeler

2017
Wood Group and 
Amec Foster Wheeler 
combined to create 
Wood



A century of fired heaters

Providing technology, innovation 
and value with superior design 

and full lifecycle support
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Clinton, NJ, USA

Houston, TX, USA 

Reading, UK

Milan, IT

Madrid, ES

Calgary, CA

Moscow, RU

Global presence and fast facts
More than

100
years experience

Licensed process technologies and 
specialist equipment supply

3,000+
installed fired heaters in 

over 70 countries

Proprietary equipment designs with 
unique delivery models including 

aftermarket services

250+
suppliers 
globally

Full-scale offering serving the market for 
best price, delivery and quality



Did you know?
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emissions compliance 

and energy transition 
partner

compact solutions
for CO boilers and reformers

reliability specialist 
for equipment inspection

optimized designs 
improving efficiency reducing 

fouling

integrated services 
and full life cycle support 

Terrace Wall
proprietary heater design

TM

3D models 
and constructability review
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Recent accomplishments

Modular catalyst 
tube harp replacement for 
a steam reformer installed

120 tubes in 
one shift

Increased capacity by the 

first-ever 
conversion of a 

single-fired to a double-
fired coker heater

Developed pre-combustion carbon capture design 

concept for a SMR unit 

Addition of an air preheat system 
increased efficiency and 
reduced CO₂ 
emissions by 19,000 
tons/year

Coker heater radiant 
coil bundle installation 
saved over 
10,000 field man 
hours and extensive 
field NDE 

Innovative solution to replace CCR convection 
section pressure parts installed in
half the time of planned TAR 
with tube extraction machine

Specialized design vacuum heater replacement 

combining horizontal and vertical tubes 
including double and single firing 
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Engineering a 
net-zero world
We strive to be an active participant in the 
changing energy landscape through 
innovation and solution-driven approach 
to responsibly utilize resources while 
minimizing your emissions.

woodplc.com/netzeroworld



Aftermarket services
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Training and site 
advisory services 

• Emergency field repair
• Energy audits
• Steam reformer audits 
• Heater tuning/balancing
• Burner tuning/replacement 
• Turnaround advisory services
• Troubleshooting and 

consulting
• Commissioning and start-up
• Operator training  

Studies

• Thermal Analysis
• Fluid dynamic studies
• Combustion assessment
• Mechanical verification
• Preliminary Constructability
• Budgeting

Revamps execution

• Detailed Engineering
• Firm material supply
• Constructability interface
• Development of field 

erection package
• On-site field support 

services
• Construction management 

(relationships with field 
erection contractors)

Troubleshooting

• Flame impingement
• Rapid coking
• Process pressure drop
• Process temperature 

loss/increase
• Air preheater issues
• ID & FD fan failures
• Draft and tramp air issues 



Replacement and spare parts 
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• Maintenance spares
- Database of OEM components for all our fired heaters dating 

back to the 1960’s
- Extensive spare parts supply chain 
- Replacement-in-kind (RIK) and upgraded parts for any fired 

heater equipment  regardless of the original supplier 

• Turnaround support
- Pre-planned approach to deliver the crucial long lead items on 

time

• Support in unplanned outages and emergencies

• Warehouse stocking 



Overview of general replacement parts
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• Air preheaters
• Burners and burner tips
• Cast bull head tees 
• Cast reformer manifolds
• Catalyst support cones 
• Catalyst tube seals 
• Catalyst tubes
• Control and safety valves 
• Convection section modular replacement
• Dampers and actuators
• Ducts and plenums
• End tube sheets
• Ferrules
• Finned and studded tubes
• Flanges and other fittings
• Hairpin assemblies
• Header boxes
• ID and FD fans

• Inlet and outlet pigtails 
• Intermediate cast tube supports
• Penetration seals 
• Pilots
• Plenums, air registers
• Plug headers
• Pusher bars
• SCR systems
• Sight door surrounds and plugs 
• Sight doors 
• Spring supports and hardware 
• Stress collars 
• Threaded thermowells 
• Tiles
• Tube “keepers”
• Tubeskin thermocouples
• Wall and arch cast hangers
• Wall peep holes



One-stop-shop
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• Worry-free execution of any scale aftermarket 
project, ranging from the first technical question 
to the safe delivery of desired components to 
your job site

• In-house support of experienced 
• engineering, 
• procurement, 
• legal, 
• finance, 
• project management, 
• QA/QC and 
• transport/logistics specialists 
to reduce interfaces and increase schedule 
assurance

Right price 

Right place

Right time

Right quality

Right quantity

Right price Shipping and delivery

Documentation package 

Independent QA/QC inspection

Reporting

Order Management

Manufacturing

PO processing

Global sourcing

Technical/commercial advisory

Shipping and delivery

Documentation package 

Independent QA/QC inspection

Reporting

Order Management

Manufacturing

PO processing

Global sourcing

Technical/commercial advisory
We plan, troubleshoot, manage 
and ship so you do not have to



Our advantages – your benefits
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Experience and expertise 

With over 100 years of 
designing and supplying 
fired heaters, we have the 
experience and expertise 

to address any 
requirement for a        

fired heater.

Custom and specialty 
parts

We can design and supply 
any custom and specialty 

parts required for the severe 
operation of fired heater 

service. 

Upgrades and design 
modifications

Our design improvements 
can provide benefits of 

lower maintenance costs, 
higher availability, better 

operating limits and 
improved fuel efficiency.



Our advantages – your benefits
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Fast response, competitive 
price, enhanced delivery

We recognize the 
importance of responding 

quickly, price 
competitiveness, and 

expedited delivery.  Equally 
important, our replacement 
parts are designed, specified 

and inspected prior to 
shipment to OEM standards. 

Vast and vetted global 
supply chain

We can supply extensive array 
of parts to global locations 

through our vast supply chain 
of 250+ suppliers who are 

rigorously vetted and whose 
shops we have surveyed. All 
our suppliers must adhere to 

our high standards and 
technical specifications. 

Full inspection and 
documentation package 

All our materials are 
thoroughly inspected by our 

experienced inspectors 
before shipment. Full 

documentation package is 
supplied for future reference 

at material delivery



Your challenges, 
our solutions
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Convection 
section fouling 

• Higher firing
• Loss of draft
• Fuel efficiency 

loss

Convection section 
troubleshooting
Thorough root-cause analysis will 
look at 

- Is flue gas outlet temperature – process inlet 
temperature > 150 degrees Fahrenheit? 

- Is stack damper wide open or ID fan loaded and 
still running positive at the arch?

Our solutions 
- Specialized cleaning services
- Hairpin coil replacements 
- Modular replacements
- Optimized coil layout design 



Cast intermediate tube supports 
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Challenge
Tube support failure and subsequent repair 
resulting in further damage

Our solutions 
• Rather than just replacing parts, we can 

analyze the problem and resolve the 
underlining cause. 

• Process review and structural review can 
determine cause and provide a long-term 
repair/replacement of necessary components 
for current or future operating conditions. 



Radiant and convection section tube            
supports and guides
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Challenge
High alloy cast materials are typically long lead 
items (over 18 weeks)

Our solutions 
• During turnarounds or unplanned outages, 

emergency replacements can be fabricated 
out of high alloy wrought materials. 

• Typically, these are custom designed based on 
existing drawings and will last until the next 
planned turnaround.



Aftermarket radiant retube and convection    
section replacement
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Challenge: A pair of crude heaters were at end of life on radiant tubes and the convection section was heavily fouled. 
• Through constructability reviews with the  customer, we determined the most cost-effective shop fabrication/field 

erection split of work.
• Radiant coils were supplied in bundles –one per pass to save field installation and welding costs.
• Convection sections were supplied in full modules, joined with new arch assembly in the field prior to installation. 

Outcome:



Additional 
value-added services
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Data quality and insight 
is key to achieve emission 
reductions and net-zero 
targets.
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• The world is changing how it treats emissions 
and carbon releases. Your shareholders, 
stakeholders and investors are demanding 
transparency on both current performance and 
progress made in reduction strategies. 

• As regulators implement new regulations and 
markets for offsetting and trading emerge, data 
quality and auditability are key, from basic 
operations through to strategy definition.

https://www.woodplc.com/news/blog/wood-and-microsoft-are-delivering-sustainable-solutions-for-their-clients


Our aftermarket team
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Craig Nitchman, Senior Business Development Manager
• 22+ years of experience in highly competitive industries such as oil & gas, nuclear, 

chemical, water treatment, and industrial processing 
• 8+ years with Struthers Wells where he started as a thermal-hydraulic designer of 

fired heaters
- Craig.Nitchman@woodplc.com, phone: +1 346-307-2804

Dmitry Rogozin, Manager-Engineering and Aftermarket
• 10+ years of experience in the design of fired heaters
• Executed diverse projects globally for clients from refinery and chemical sectors
• Provided services for heater troubleshooting, turnaround planning and emergency 

repairs
• Specializes in structural, mechanical, and piping design, as well as construction 

advisory services for heaters
- Dmitry.Rogozin@woodplc.com, phone: +1 908-730-4953

Petra Sharif, Spare Parts Manager 
• 10+ years of experience in marketing, client relations, sales and communications
• Experienced in spare parts competitive sourcing and project management
• Striving to deliver exceptional buyer experience throughout every phase of the 

buyers’ journey
- Petra.Sharif@woodplc.com, phone: +1 908-200-3752

  

Connect with us 
to discuss your 

next project

www.woodplc.com/fired-heaters

mailto:Craig.Nitchman@woodplc.com
mailto:Dmitry.Rogozin@woodplc.com
mailto:Petra.Sharif@woodplc.com
http://www.woodplc.com/fired-heaters
https://www.facebook.com/Woodplc/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/woodplc
https://twitter.com/Woodplc
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCU68H7jV2nD-9s6BphjXzcA
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